
SUSPENSION.

1632. November 1. KNEILLAND against DuxE of LENOX.
No. 30.

In suspension where the suspender has intented reduction of the decreet, and
the reasons of suspension and reduction were the same, the Lords sometimes
would discuss the reasons at one time, sometimes would find the letters orderly
proceeded, and suspend the execution for a certain space, while the suspender in
the meantime might pursue his reduction; but finding thereby that the parties
were delayed, the suspender insisting in the reduction, and thereupon craving a
ftrther time to discuss the reduction, they have resolved to find the letters order-
ly proceeded in the suspension, and to ordain the charger to find caution for such
space as the Lords think meet for discussing of the reduction; that if the sus-
pender prevail in the reduction, the charger shall refund the sum contained cun
omnni causa.

Auchinleck MS. /t. 227.

1632. Novenber 28. KIRKTON against HOME.
No. 31.

It is the ordinary custom in suspensions, where the suspender compears, and the
charger absents himself, to suspend the letters ay and while they be produced, and
no further ; yet where the party suspends upon a reason which he verifies by writ
in absence of the charger, the Lords have suspended the charge simpliciter, because
of the instant verification.

Splottiswood, p. 325.

13z6. AIarch. 9. SrTuLING against HAurLTON.

Stirling of Law charging one Hamilton for payment of X.16 contained in a de-
creet, obtained before the Bailies of the regality of Glasgow, for the price of some
corns destroyed by the defender, and eaten by his goods; and he suspending upon
this reason, that the charger had poinded a cow from the suspender, for satisfaction
of the same cause, contained in this sentence; which being controverted how the

same should be proved, by writ, oath of party, or witnesses; the suspender alleged,
it was proveable by witnesses, being a mean matter of so small importance, and for
such a cause, viz. for alleged eating of corns, which, as it was proved and consti.
tuted by witnesses, so might the liberation thereof also be proved by witnesses.
The Lords not the less found that reason, bearing the poinding of a cow, ought to
le proved by writ, or oath of party, and not by witnesses, seeing there was once
a sentence obtained therefore; and this was in a suspension also, which ought not
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to have terms of probation after this manner by witnesses, which would tend to
more fashrie and expenses, than the whole matter extended to.

Fol. Die. v. 2. jp. 415. Durie, p. 802.

1665. July 15. PATrCK URQUHIART ag9OMIftHOMAS RLAIR.

Patrick Urquhart having charged Thomas Blair upon a bond granted by him
and William Young, as co-principals, Thomas Blair suspends, and alleges, that
William Young has paid the whole. It was answered, That this was not instruct-
ed, and therefore not receivable, being in a suspension. It was answered, That
though in a suspension, yet a term is always gated, where it it is another ninrts
right. It was answered, That the suspender is in hazard of breaking, and has not'
found' a good sudienticautiorner, and therefore if he get delay, he ought to give
better caution. It is tihisered, That he had foid caution who was accepted
ai& 61 tho% bb i 6 d& rio more'

The ibra drdaited hii t&tlitae fsith draeumais upo thireason, but would
not put hint to find ne* catfttixa.

F. D ic. 'U' 2. p. *19. Stair, va 1. p. 298.

1667 November 6.
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In a process for an apprentice fee against the father, who was the cautioner, the
apprentice's diverting and absence were referred to the father's oath. He
deponed, with a quality, that the. paster had beatqn and put away his son. The
Lords found, That the quA4y g8swferfaa'- fi7M did resolve in an exception,
which he should have proponed, and could not be proved by his own oath; and
yt,A hdugh the proes ras a euspoaqicn, whireia there had been a litisconte*a-
tidtj AwLeYds hlowed a terM to protethe sai4d quity.

SThis case is No. 47. p. 4 s. ALIFID OArW.
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